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Abstract: Plant species identification is one of important application in pattern recognition. Selection of relevant
features for classification is a classical problem in statistical pattern recognition and data mining. There are two
main branches in solving this problem which is by using feature selection or feature extraction. Currently, in
statistical plant species recognition domain, researchers focus mainly on providing an automatic system using
feature extraction method such as Principal Component Analysis. This paper presents a hybrid of filter and
wrapper in feature selection as well as an empirical comparison of feature selection wrapper method using
Sequential Forward Selection and feature extraction method using Principal Component Analysis on a
benchmark of 420 images of Ficus deltoidea leaf with 6 varieties. At first, the leaf images are processed using
image pre-processing techniques. Then, 23 leaf features are extracted such as shape, texture and vein. Finally,
in classification process, different feature selection and feature extraction techniques are computed using
Support Vector Machine and Nearest Neighbor classifiers. The recognition results reveal that a combination
of filter and wrapper approach in feature selection outperformed the other approaches for F. deltoidea varietal
identification.
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INTRODUCTION for researchers and practitioners because of two main

Plant species identification using statistical pattern high if too many features are used and second, the
recognition is becoming a popular trend. The growing recognition performance will decrease if a reduction in the
interest in  biodiversity  and  the  increasing  availability number of features is implemented [3].
of  pattern  recognition make this topic timely [1]. The For the reduction of the feature space dimensionality,
basic components of pattern recognition system are image two different approaches exist which are feature extraction
acquisition and  pre-processing,  feature  measurement and feature selection [5]. The original features vector is
and representation and decision making [2]. Feature converted to a new one by a special transform in feature
representation or sometimes called as feature selection is extraction process. As a result, the new features have
an important study and frequently used in data pre- much lower dimensions. Feature selection is a process to
processing technique in machine learning, data mining, discard certain features subsets and keep the most
medical data processing and statistical pattern recognition representatives features subsets. Two types of feature
areas [3, 4]. The used of datasets with thousands of selection methods are usually  used:  filter  and  wrapper
features for decision making, prediction or classification [6, 7]. Given an m-dimensional dataset, a feature selection
purposes by using data mining techniques is a challenge wrapper algorithm needs to find optimal feature subset

reasons. First, the computational cost would become too
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from the 2  subsets of the feature space. Therefore, varieties only due to unavailability to obtained leaf datam

finding an optimal feature subset based on wrapper of var. motleyana. The leaves are plucked from each plant
method is computationally expensive [8, 9]. and then the picture of the leaf is taken with a digital

scanner Cannon PIXMA MP 280. There are 420 F.
Related Works: The related work on F. deltoidea deltoidea varieties leaf images that consisted of 70 leaf
varieties recognition is referred to [10] since only this images for var. trengganuensis, var. deltoidea, var.
model found in the scientific literature uses F. angustifolia, var. bilobata, var. kunstleri and var.
deltoideavarieties. The model has been developed for intermedia, respectively.
solving the identification of three varieties of F. deltoidea
which are var. deltoidea, var. angustifolia and var. Image Pre-Processing: In this work, the raw images data
kustleri. Basically, the model uses 15 leaf features are derived from a digital scanner. The raw leaf images are
consists of five leaf shape features, five leaf vein features constructed in the file format of JPEG based on RGB color
and five leaf texture features to find the similarity in the space. The RGB images are converted into a grayscale
leaf data (feature measurement). The feature subset image by the following equation:
selection using wrapper method is then used to find the
best feature subset selection (feature representation) (1)
based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.

Meanwhile, [11-13] have implemented Principal where; R, G, B correspond to the color of the pixel,
Component Analysis (PCA) while [14] used Linear respectively.
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to the original leaf features. The acquisition of F. deltoidea leaf gives an image of
As stated in [6] in their experimental results on large leaf with an almost white background with interference by
datasets, the implementation of hybrid feature selection scanner lighting. In order to remove the white
method provides better performance compared to single background, segmentation process by using histogram
feature selection approach. shape-based thresholding is applied. The output image

The main disadvantage of previous F. deltoidea replaced all pixels in the input image with greater than the
recognition model is lacked of leaf features are being level by the value of 1 and replaced all other pixels by the
observed. In addition, not all of the previous 15 leaf value of 0. Referring to manual measurements, the leaf
features are used to discriminate all of F. deltoidea length, area and width were calculated without the leaf
varieties. petiole. To keep the precision of leaf shape features

In this article, the hybrid filter and wrapper is extraction, these leaf petioles should be further removed
proposed by  using  the filter’s  feature  ranking  score. from the obtained binary images. Finally, the outer edge
The implemented technique could eliminate weaker of leaf image is processed based on Laplacian filter (3x3).
features and speed up the subset search process and find The algorithm operates by convolving a kernel of weights
optimal feature subsets in the wrapper stage. The with each grid cell and its neighbors in an image.
proposed feature selection approach used Information
Gain Ratio (IGR) for filtering and Sequential Forward Feature Measurement: This function makes analysis on
Selection (SFS) for wrapper process. Finally the statistical leaf image by calculating its special leaf parameters or
based Support Vector Machine and k-Nearest characteristics. These features are responsible to
Neighbortechniques are used in classification process. discriminate and allow distinguishing between different

Image Acquisition, Image Pre-processing and Feature consist of shape, texture and vein are extracted from the
Measurement: At the first step, digital images that are leaf images that invariant to rotation, scale and
taken from the F. deltoidealeaf is collected as preliminary translation. For efficient and accurate of feature
data and turn to next steps of image pre-processing and measurement, a “regionprops”and “GLCM” function in
leaf feature measurement subsequently. MATLAB is used.

Image Acquisition: According to [15], seven varieties of are derived from texture analysis using Gray-Level-Co-
F. deltoidea occurred in Peninsular Malaysia namely var. Occurrence-Matrix. In addition, the model used
deltoidea, var. angustifolia, var. trengganuensis, var. morphological operation to extract vein features since it is
bilobata, var. intermedia, var. kunstleriand var. hard to extract the fine details of veins.Table 1 shows the
motleyana. However, current study was carried out on six features and its definition which are used in the study.

this plant varieties. In this study, a total 23 features

There are also five leaf image texture characteristics
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Table 1: Features used and its definition
Feature code Definition Descriptions
 {f16} Area (A) The value of leaf area is evaluated from the image in Fig. 2 (d) by counting the number of pixels of binary value 1
 {f17} Convex Area (CA) The area of convex hull of the region. The convex area is greater than or equal to area of the region. It is denoted as CA
 {f18} Width (W) The width is defined as the length (in pixels) of the major axis of the eclipse
 {f19} Length (L) The length is defined as the length (in pixels) of the minor axis of the eclipse
 {f20} Diameter (D) Scalar that specifies the diameter of a circle with the same area as a region. It is computed as 4A/ð, where A is

the leaf area
 {f1} Axis Ratio (AR) The axis ratio is a ratio between the length (L) and the width (W). It is defined as AR = L / W
 {f2} Circularity (C) The circularity is the ratio of rectangularity (R) and form factor (FF). It is defined as C = R / FF
 {f3} Rectangularity (R) This feature describes the similarity between a leaf and a rectangle. It is defined as R = L * W / A,

where L is length, W is width and A is the leaf area
 {f4} Form Factor (FF) It is defined as FF = D / (P) , where D is the leaf diameter and P is the leaf perimeter. This feature is used to2

describe the different between a leaf and a circle
 {f5} Perimeter (P) It is defined as P = 2 * L + 2 * W, where L is leaf length and W is leaf width
 {f21} Solidity This feature is derived from convex hull and defined as A / CA, where A is the area of the leaf and CA is

the area of convex hull
 {f22} Perimeter Ratio It is represented as the ratio of the leaf perimeter P and leaf diameter D. This is calculated by P / D

of diameter:
{f23} Perimeter Ratio of This feature is defined as the ratio of leaf perimeter P and the sum of width and length, P / (W+L)

width and length
 {f6} Contrast: Measure of the amount of local variation in image
 {f7} Correlation: Measure of image linearity
 {f8} Energy: Returns the sum of square elements in the GLCM and the range will be [0 1]
 {f9} Homogeneity: Returns a value that measures the closeness of distribution of elements in GLCM to the GLCM diagonal

and range will be [0 1]
 {f10} Entropy: Measures the randomness of intensity distribution
 {f11} Vein 1: V  = A / A1 v1

 {f12} Vein 2: V  = A / A2 v2

 {f13} Vein 3: V  = A / A3 v3

 {f14} Vein 4: V  = A / A4 v4

 {f15} Vein 5: V  = A / A5 v4 v1

Feature Representation: The data (leaf features) can be creating first principal component and X  is the subject
represented by low-dimensional vectors with weighted score on observed variable p.
vectors (feature extraction) or selecting the best features To calculate the regression coefficient (b ), there are
combination (feature selection). In this work, PCA, IGR four steps must be completed in PCA.
and SFS theories are used in this module. Calculate mean for all of the data

Feature Extraction (PCA): Principal Component Standardized the data by subtracting the data with
Analysis is a statistical method to reduce the dimension mean
of variables [13]. PCA is useful when it is implemented on Calculate the covariance of the data
a large number of variables with possibly having some Calculate the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
redundancy in those variables. In this case, redundancy based on the covariance matrix. 
means that some  of  the  variables  are  correlated  with
one  another.  Technically,   a   principal  component can The coefficient is then obtained from the
be  defined  as  a  linear combination of optimally- eigenvalues. Finally, the coefficient, b  is then placed in
weighted observed variables. The general form for the Eq. (2).
formula to compute scores on the first component
extracted in a principal component analysis is in the Filter Feature Selection (IGR): The Information Gain
following equation: Ratio is often used to find out how well each single

(2) commonly used in the information theory measure, which

whereC is the subject’s score on principal component examples. If A is an attribute (feature) and C is the class,1

(the first component extracted), b  is the regression the following equations give the entropy of the class1p

coefficient (or weight) for observed variable p, as used in before and after observing the attribute.

p

1p

1p

feature separates the given data set. Entropy is a

characterizes the purity of an arbitrary collection of
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Fig. 1: Sequential forward selection algorithm wrapper. In the early assumption, the chances to obtain

(3) features with discarded weaker features are examined in

(4)

Each attribute A is assigned a score based of the assign class label. Once a feature extraction or selectioni

information gain between itself and the class: procedure finds a proper representation, a classifier can

of possible approaches. Then, it will be used to predict

(5) this work: SVM and k-NN.

Wrapper Feature Selection (SFS): The Sequential discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating
Forward Selection algorithm is basically performs a simple hyperplane (linear or non-linear)[6][19]. In other words,
hill-climbing search [16]. Starting with the empty subset, given labeled training data, the SVM algorithm outputs an
sequentially add the feature x  that results in the highest optimal hyperplane which categorizes the new input. The+

objective function J(Y +x+) when combined with the operation of the SVM algorithm is based on finding thek

featuresY that have already been selected. The attribute hyperplane that gives the largest minimum distance to thek

that leads to the best score is added permanently. The training examples. This distance receives the important
search terminates when no single-attribute expansion name of “margin” within SVM’s theory. Therefore, two
improves on the current best score. The SFS algorithm parallel hyperplanes are constructed on each side of the
can be summarized as in Figure 1. hyperplane that separates the data by maximizing the

Hybrid Filter-Wrapper Approach (IGF+SFS): Standard problem in this study has multi-dimensional space, the
filter approaches can extract knowledge of the intrinsic polynomial kernel function using normalized training data
characteristics from real data [17]. However filter is used in the experiments.
approaches do not use any performance criteria based on
predictive accuracies. This does not guarantee that final k-NearestNeighbor: The k-NN is a method for classifying
feature subset will do better in classification or prediction
tasks. In contrast, the wrapper approaches use a
predetermined induction algorithm and different search
strategies to find the best feature subset [18]. Use of
predictive-accuracy based evaluation criteria in the
wrapper ensures good performance from the selected
feature subset. The proposed hybrid approaches
introduce the filter heuristic in the wrapper stage and take
advantages of both approaches which are able to find
more significant features than either wrapper or filter
alone.

In the first phase, the IGR filter technique is used to
select and sort the top-ranked individual leaf features. The
common wrapper method which is SFS technique is used
in the second phase. The SFS algorithm is responsible to
find the best leaf features subsets by sequentially add
features in forward motion. SFS wrapper process started
with selected k features with the best sorted individual
leaf features (forward to backward). Filter method is used
in the first stage which can reduce the search space in

the best subsets are higher since stronger selected (k)

SFS wrapper process.

Feature Classification: Classification is the procedure to

be constructed from labelled training data using a number

the class label of the test data. Two approaches used in

Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine is a

distance between two parallel hyperplanes. Since the

objects based on closest training examples in the feature
space. It is a type of example-based learning, or lazy
learning where the function is only approximated locally
and all the computation is deferred until classification.
This algorithm is one of the simplest machine learning
algorithm in which an object is classified using a majority
vote of its neighbors and the object is then assigned to
the class which is most common amongst its k-NN. Here
the neighbors are taken from a set of objects for which the
correct label is known. The learning in this model is based
on storing all the training instances which corresponds to
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Table 2: Average recognition accuracy for 1-NN and SVM
1-NN SVM
-------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------

No. Approach Starting Features Final Selected Features Recognition Accuracy Final Selected Features Recognition Accuracy
(I) Wrapper {f1:f15} {f1,f3,f5,f14} 93.57% {f1,f2, f3,f4, f5,f15} 91.19%

{f1:f23} {f1,f3,f4,f5, 94.52% {f1,f2,f3,f4, f10,f15,f18, 92.14%
f18,f20,f21} f19,f20,f21}

(ii) Filter + Wrapper {f1:f23} {f18,f5,f20, f3,f4,f1,f21} 94.52% {f18,f20,f3, f1,f23,f8,f21} 92.95%
(iii) PCA {f1:f15} - 85.24% - 87.38%

{f1:f23} - 87.86% - 87.14%
(iv) Original {f1:f15} - 85.71% - 89.27%

Features {f1:f23} - 89.52% - 90.90%

points in an n-dimensional Euclidean space along with the following features arrangement is the weaker
their class labels and classification is delayed till a new features. To be fair in terms of execution time for
instance is arrived. Euclidean distance (d) is calculated wrapper process, 15 best sorted features {f18, f5, f2,
using the following equation, where the distance between f20, f16, f17, f19, f3, f4, f22, f1, f23, f8, f13, f21} (same
two vectors xA and xB. feature number as previous model {f1:f15}=15) are

(6) SFS algorithm.

As the new unlabeled query instance or vector using PCA is implemented on both 23 features
arrives, the classification is performed by assigning the {f1:f23} and 15 features {f1:f15}. Five principal
label which is most frequent among the k-training samples components (PCs) are retained and selected as
nearest to that query point. Other examples of pairwise starting features. These 5 PCs covered 95% of total
distance used in k-NN are Mahalanobis distance, Cosine variance for 23 and 15 features respectively.
distance and Correlation distance. In this study, Euclidean Original features subsets {f1:f15} and {f1:f23} are
distance is used with 1-NN. In order to obtain accurate used as main benchmark to further evaluate the
results, the implementation of feature representation and effectiveness of feature selection and extraction
classification for all of methods are implemented in methods.
WEKA.

Table 2 shows the average recognition accuracy
Experimental Results: In total, 420 leaf images from six using 1-NN and SVM for all of approaches. As it can be
varieties of F. deltoidea are used in the experiments with seen from the  table,  recognition  accuracy for
10-fold cross validation for classifier evaluation. The combination of all original features {f1:f15} and {f1:f23}
performance evaluation is examined by the recognition are better than using PCA by at least 1-3%. Even though
accuracy through presented formula: 95% of PCs variance is retained, the PCA method seems

datasets. All of approaches in wrapper and filter +
(7) wrapper are better as compared to original features and

where, M presents the number of correct classified leaves average recognition accuracy for SVM classifier.C

in each class and M  is the number of all leaves in all Although the filter + wrapper approach gives the sameT

classes. The experiments are conducted on four different selected final features and recognition accuracy as
ways: wrapper {f1:f23} in 1-NN, the SFS algorithm needs more

The leaf features {f1:f15} and {f1:f23} are used as computation time for wrapper {f1:f23} since 23 features
starting features to illustrate the wrapper approach. need to be observed in order to find the best subsets.
In the proposed model, 23 leaf features {f1:f23} are However, in filter + wrapper approach, only 15 features are
sorted first using IGR theory. The sorted feature are fed into SFS algorithm and this will has less computation
{f18, f5, f2, f20, f16, f17, f19, f3, f4, f22, f1, f23, f8, f13, time in wrapper process. Table 3 illustrates the total
f21, f7, f14, f12, f10, f6, f15, f9, f11}, where the first number of subsets evaluated comparison in wrapper
mentioned feature is the top ranked of feature and process.

used as starting features for wrapper process using

In order to compare with the other feature
representation technique, the feature extraction

not working well when implemented on this kind of

PCA. The filter + wrapper approach gives the best
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Table 3: Total number of subsets evaluated for wrapper process
Approach No. Of Features 1-NN SVM
Wrapper {f1:f15} 15 120 129
Wrapper {f1:f23} 23 240 280
Filter + Wrapper 15 137 132

In practice, the higher total number of subsets
evaluated is correspond to higher computation time. For
1-NN, the filter + wrapper approach has 103 (240-137)
lesser of total number of subsets evaluated than wrapper
{f1:f23} approach. Meanwhile, an extra 148 (280-132) of
total number of subsets evaluated is required for wrapper
{f1:f23} in SVM classifier. Therefore, more total number of
subsets evaluated is needed to find best subsets in
wrapper {f1:f23} than filter + wrapper approach for both
1-NN and SVM classifiers. 

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the hybrid filter-wrapper models
method for F. deltoidea varieties identification in feature
selection process has been proposed. Experimental results
showed that the proposed method simplified leaf features
selection and the optimal total number of features needed
is searched effectively, thereby obtaining high
recognition accuracy with less total number of subsets
evaluate. The average recognition accuracy and total
number of subsets evaluated obtained by the proposed
method is the best for 10-fold of F. deltoidea leaf features
test problems. In the future, the proposed method can
assist in further research where additional features need
to be explored and implemented in statistical plant species
recognition application. It is potentially to be applied in
other domains as well. 
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